Open data and open source are phenomena that are often automatically grouped elements they share through their openness, the ways in which they differ are significant. In this conceptual paper, we aim to outline the differences and similarities of the two phenomena from a commercial perspective.
INTRODUCTION
Open source and open data both have a focus on "openness", and most developers and researchers could easily identify similarities between the two phenomena. itself, data does nothing. Source code, or rather an application, is something that uses or produces data. These two aspects, although they rely on one another for their significance, are different in both essence and purpose. Indeed, it is some of these differences that this article seeks to point out and clarify.
Comparing Licensing Aspects
The For open data, a similar "access principle" provides access to the data (and metadata) and it provides the opportunity to reuse it in applications. Data also needs to be maintained and updated. The actor that collects or mashes up the data from different sources usually has the option to stop providing access or maintenance to the data (i.e.,
to "close" the data).
Source code can be copyrighted (or copylefted) but, in some cases, data falls outside copyright protection. Whether particular data can be copyrighted is subject to national legislation. However, copyright is not the only law that applies to data; depending on its content, other laws may also regulate its use. Laws may govern the collection, storage, maintenance, access, use, and representation of data. For example, laws relating to sensitivity, privacy concerns, or national security may apply to different datasets. In contrast, the business of open data is a young field, but it holds promise for service innovation. Discussion on the viable revenue sources is still ongoing. The data publisher or the user of the application pays the costs related to the collection, maintenance, and enrichment of data, but customers normally do not pay subscription fees for accessing data.
In the following subsections, we compare the expense-related and income-related considerations of businesses that rely on open data or open source .
Who pays the bill, and why?
Open source can save firms money if they are able to attract free community 
Who makes money, and how?
Openness usually means that an application or dataset can be acquired free of charge.
In the case of open data, the publishers are normally considered to have given permission for others to build services on top of their released dataset. The services provided by these other parties may add value above and beyond just the provision of data, and the costs of designing the applications, collecting the data, and maintaining the services are covered by various different arrangements depending on the motivations of the other parties, their possible business models, and the nature of the value created.
Value can stand for both economic value (i.e., money) or a wider benefit. The openness of both open source and open data can potentially offer either one of these two types of value. However, it is notable that the dynamics that produce value are different. In Table 2 , we list some of the benefits perceived by the key actors in each case. The table is not exhaustive list, but it provides an illustration of topical issues. 
Comparing Elements and Actors
In The software is an end in itself, whereas the released open dataset is just the first step in providing the service to the customer. The business models and strategies surrounding open source did not evolve overnight.
CONCLUSIONS
Open data is an emerging field that may have many opportunities yet to be discovered.
We believe that the world of open data holds great untapped potential for knowledgeable entrepreneurs that can identify opportunities for its use.
